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Abstract 

Background 

The immense breadth and depth of clinical medicine is an obstacle for a systematic 

classification of diseases and creates problems for clinical decision-making. 

Constructing diagnoses from well-defined components may generate systematic 

diagnoses. Such a construction may be achieved by using vector algebra. 

Decomposing systematic diagnoses in a clinical problem space gives a measure of 

the complexity of clinical decision-making (CDM). 

 

Results 

An empirical clinical model (CM) and vector algebra is used to design a clinical 

problem space (CPS). Diagnoses are vectors in CPS. The basis of CPS is created 

by orthogonal dimensions etiology E, disorders O and pathogenesis P. Systematic 

diagnoses d are constructed by the vector d=e+o+p where e, o and p are vectors 

along E, O and P, respectively. A typical example is e=’Bacterial ‘, o=’cyst’ and 

p=’itis’, which by d=e+o+p gives rise to the diagnosis d=‘Bacterial cystitis’. The 

structure of each dimension is described, and disorders are systematically refined in 

agreement with CM. Diagnoses d represent the underlying clinical findings and point 

to lacking information. Accordingly, the vector d=e+o+p opens for systematic 

checks of the accuracy and precision of diagnoses. A combinatorial classification 

derived from CPS shows that there are at least 1,9*1010 possible systematic 

diagnoses. The huge size of CPS explains why CDM is viewed as a complex 

process. CPS is versatile and scales well. 

 

Conclusions 

The vector d=e+o+p generates systematic diagnoses in CPS. Decomposition of the 

diagnosis vector proves that d=e+o+p simplifies CDM by several orders of 

magnitude. The simplification opens CDM to a wide audience. CPS is suited for the 

development of computerized clinical classifications, decision support systems and 

medical education. 

 

Key words  

Diagnosis vector, clinical problem space, clinical decision-making, computerized 

decision support. 
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Background 

A diagnosis is the end point of clinical decision-making (CDM). Diagnoses provide 

the basis for therapy, follow up and control, and clinical research. Clearly, diagnoses 

are essential to clinical practice and medical science. The explosive expansion of 

medical knowledge attests to the immense complexity human beings, their 

environment and the interaction between the two. The complexity of diseases and 

disorders mirror that of health. 

 

Many problems can be solved in a problem space (Newell 1976). The structure of 

the space affects the efficiency of problem-solving methods. Medical textbooks 

make up the student's diagnostic problem space but presents medical facts in linear 

order. A (fuzzy) input vector representing the variables of a sick person can provide 

a diagnosis (Bassøe 1995a, Bellamy 1997). However, a general clinical problem 

space (CPS) is unavailable.  

 

According to (Hesslow 1993) there is “no biomedical theory in which disease 

appears as a theoretical entity and there are no laws or generalizations linking 

disease to other variables”. However, a clinical model (CM) (Bassøe 1978, 1981, 

1985a, 1985b, 1985c, 1985d,  1986, 1988, 2007a, 2007b, 2009, 2019, 2019a, 

2019c, Hammond 1988) and the diagnosis formula d:=e&o&p (Bassøe 2019b) 

suggests that the diagnosis vector d=e+o+p may model diagnoses in CPS. 

 

The complexity of diagnoses can be judged by looking through clinical 

classifications. By 2015 there were over 160 terminologies in the Unified Medical 

Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus with over 2-million distinct Concept 

Unique Identifiers (CUIs) and over 6-million distinct strings related to health and 

medicine  (Curé 2015). This suggests that the number of medical diagnosis is very 

high. In contrast, the number of diagnoses in 10th International Classification of 

Diseases (ICD-10 2015) and International Classification of Primary Care 2 (ICPC-2) 

(ICPC-2 2015) is about 13.000. Accordingly, ICD-10 and ICPC-2 only use a fraction 

of the diagnoses available in UMLS and CUIs. Furthermore, the about 23.000 

structural genes comprises only 2–3 % of the genome (Chowdhury 2917), 

suggesting that there is far more than 23.000 gene disorders. Even the number of 

possible genetic disorders is significantly higher than the number of diagnoses 

available in ICD-10 and ICPC-2. 
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Primary care (PC) physicians encounter numerous common and a few rare 

diseases and disorders. They deal with complex CDM on a daily basis, but the 

complexity seems to be hidden tacit knowledge that is not expressed explicitly and 

not translated into systematic CDM and classification. On the other hand, specialists 

deal with details of subtle medical problems ranging from organs to molecules. 

However, when given the opportunity to craft diagnoses themselves PC physicians 

and specialists in private praxis do not create many new diagnoses beyond those 

found in ICPC-2 (Botsis 2010). This suggests that physicians do not use the 

biomedical information available to CDM.  

 

The breadth of PC and the depth specialist practice are important issues in the 

development terminologies, CDM, decision support systems (DSS), and for 

intelligent data entering and retrieval (Rector 2007). This study is the first to design a 

CPS on the basis of CM to and to construct diagnoses vectors d=e+o+p. CPS is 

used to analyze the complexity of CDM and advice the development of 

computerized DSS. We start by describing CPS. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Clinical problem space (CPS) 

CPS is naturally suggested by the orthogonal dimensions etiology E, disorder OD 

and pathogenesis P (Bassøe 2019a, Bassøe 2019b, Bassøe 2019c). Names  of 

etiologic agents, disorders and pathogenetic mechanisms are obtained from the 

clinical model (CM) (Bassøe 2019c). The names are mapped 1:1 into the CPS. 

The names are equally spaced along dimensions E, OD and P. The end points of 

the vectors e and p are the names of an etiological agent, a disorder and a 

pathogenetic mechanism, respectively. The vectors e, o and p align with the 

corresponding dimensions E, OD and P. Diagnoses are constructed from d=e+o+p 

using vector addition (Fig. 1) (Adams 2013, Spiegel 1959). Vectors are written in 

bold type in accordance with the conventions of vector analysis. 
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          d = e + o + p 
 

Figure 1. The diagnostic problem space is an 
orthogonal vector space with the three 
dimensions etiology E, disorders O and 
pathogenesis P. The diagnosis vector d is 
constructed by standard vector addition 
according to d=e+o+p. 

 

 

For example, systematic infectious diagnoses such as d=E.coli+urinary 

bladder+itis are constructed from the symptoms from lower urinary tract infection 

in combinations with observing E.coli and neutrophils in the urine sample. The 

neutrophils represent an immune reaction type 3 (IR3) that is among the 

pathogenetic mechanisms. Both the etiological agent and the immune reaction 

gives rise to the suffix itis.  

 

The etiology and pathogenesis dimensions 

The etiology and pathogenesis dimensions are finite lists of names. The lists’ 

lengths equal the number of elements. The two dimensions combine to the vector 

sum E+P, which contains all possible pairs of etiological agents and pathogenetic 

mechanisms in CM. 

 

The disorder dimension 

The disorder dimension OD is generated separately from the components of the 

general organ (Bassøe 2019, Bassøe 2019a). Each of parenchyma, tube system 

E 

O 

P 

Diagnosis d 
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and slits|cavities have different names. Also, the names of disorders of morphology 

and function differ. 

 

The disorders of parenchyma morphology OP
M and function OP

F create two 

subspaces of CPS. Figure 2 illustrates how vector addition giving rise to OP
M. 

Damage and size deviation names are arranged in a list along FP
M. The vector 

FP
M+Dir is the number of disorders associated with plasia and trophy. Damage H is 

not combined with prefixes and is treated separately (Bassøe 2019a) (Fig. 2). 

Thus, in principle morphological disorders of parenchyma and connective tissue 

are constructed by OP
M=NP+FP

M+Dir (Fig. 2). This type of vector addition can be 

used with parenchyma functions OP
F, tube functions OT

M, OT
F, and slit|cavitiy 

functions OS
M and OS

F (not shown).  

 

 

 

             z 

 

 

 

                                                                                                     x  

                    y  

 

 

Figure 2. Construction of a morphological 
parenchyma disorder OP

M=x+y+z from a 
parenchyma name NP, morphologies FP

M and the 
direction of change Dir. 

 

The possible disorders of parenchyma and connective tissue morphology and 

function comes from OP
MF=OP

M+OP
F. The tube disorders are generated by the 

vector OT
MF=OT

M+OT
F and slit-cavity  disorders by OS

MF=OS
M+OS

F. The disorder 

vector is OD=OP
MF+OT

MF+OS
MF contains possible combinations of disorders in CM.  

Complexity of CPS 

Complexity can be defined and measured in various ways (Wolfram 1994, Casti 

1997, Maddox 1990). Here, the complexity of CPS is estimated first by the number 

OP
M   

NP 

FP
M 

Dir 
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of possible diagnoses in CPS and second calculated from the number of 

diagnoses in an empirical a database. 

 

Theoretical complexity of diagnoses 

CPS is used to estimate their number of diagnoses.  

Etiology and pathogenesis 

All the main etiology and pathogenesis categories can be combined with each 

other and with the disorders. This does not mean that all etiological agents can be 

combined with all disorders. Admittedly, heredity and tuberculosis can cause 

disorders in most body parts. However, each hereditary disease is limited to a few 

body parts, and tuberculosis is destructive only. For example, tuberculosis does 

not cause any known hyperfunction in any primary affected body part. Accordingly, 

the complexity of etiology is limited to 11 categories (essential included), and 

pathogenesis to eight classes (connective tissue is among disorders) (Bassøe 

2019a).  

 

The dimensions E and P to  respectively are lists of names. A forgetful functor 

creates the underlying sets E and P, respectively (Barr 1990). The forgetful functor 

also creates the sets described below, e.g. OP
M, NP, FP

M and Dir. Let X be the 

cardinality of X. Then E=11 and P=8. 

Parenchyma and connective tissue disorders 

Morphological parenchyma disorders are generated from seven directions of 

change that can be combined with two morphological variants (plasia and trophy). 

We have to add H=6 elements of damage. So FP
M*Dir+H=20. The index of 

Grant’s atlas of anatomy lists about 1200 body parts (Agur 2005). If 800 of them 

pertain to parenchyma and connective tissue then OP
M=(NP*20=1,6*104 

morphological parenchyma and connective tissue disorders (Fig. 2). Eight types of 

parenchyma function can be combined with seven directions of change giving 70 

function class variants. Then we have OP
F=4.5*104. 

 

The number of elements along the OP
D dimension must be estimated with caution. 

In many disorders the direction of change of morphology is the same as the 

direction of change of function. Thus, hypothyroidism may be associated with 

thyroid atrophy. However, in other disorders the direction of change of morphology 

is the opposite of the direction of change of function. For example, iodine 
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deficiency results in hypothyroidism and goiter, i.e. thyroid hypertrophy. Therefore, 

there are two ways to calculate total number of elements along the OP
D dimension. 

 

First, assume morphology and function to be independent. Then all the 

combinations of disorders of function and morphology have to be considered 

whereby OP
MF=OP

M*OP
F=7.2*108. Second, assuming a total dependence 

between morphology and function leads to the addition of the disorders, i.e. 

OP
MF=OP

M+OP
F=6.1*104. However, the thyroid example above shows a partial 

dependence between morphology and function giving OP
MF a value somewhere 

between independence and dependence, say OP
MF=5*106. 

Tube disorders 

There are 8 morphological possibilities and about 300 different tubes such that 

OT
M2.4*103 morphological tube disorders. Four tube function disorders combine 

to OT
F1.2*103. The maximal number of tube disorders is 

FT
MFOP

M*OP
F2.9*106 and the minimal is FT

MFOP
M+OP

F3.6*103. A 

reasonable average is FT
MF105. 

Slit-cavity  disorders 

Neglecting hernia there are four morphological slit-cavity  disorders and about 100 

different slits-cavities such that Os
M=4*102 morphological cavity disorders. Two 

slit-cavity functions each with three directions of change give OS
F6*102. 

Reckoning as above the total number of disorders is of the order of OS
MF=104. 

Total number of diagnoses 

Since diagnoses are constructed from d=e+o+p the total number of possible 

diseases is calculated from D=E+OD+P hence E*OD*P=4.4*1017. In this 

calculation differences in duration, degree and prognosis have not been 

considered but they amount to 105 possible combinations. Also, the number of 

possible one-point mutations is about 6*109 (the helix contains two DNA strands) 

and the huge number of bacteria, viruses, allergens and chemicals have been 

ignored. Therefore, D=4.4*1017 underestimates the possible number of diagnoses. 

 

Empirical complexity  

The number of diagnoses can also be calculated from empirical data in a 

database. The database is described in Methods. The database holds the names 
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of 662 etiological agents and 535 pathogenic mechanisms, i.e. E=662 and 

P=535, and E*P≈3.5*105. 

 

Table 1 shows that |OP
MF|=(86+113)*648≈1.3*105 disorders in body parts that only 

concerns parenchyma. There are 11 different tube morphologies and functions in 

and seven different slit-cavity  morphologies and functions. The number of different 

tubes and slits-cavities was not recorded separately. However, from these 

numbers a minimal number of diseases is of the order of 4.6*1010. 

 

Table 1. Number of disorders calculated from the disorders of function and 
morphology, and the number of relevant body parts.  

General 
organ part 

Number 
of function 
disorders 

Number of 
morphological 
disorders 

Number of body 
parts  

Number of 
disorders 

P 128 127 801 2*105 
T 4 7 ***  
S 2 5 ***  

 

Total number of diseases 

At a first glance, a CPS that allows for D4.4*1017 diagnoses seem irrational when 

compared to ICD10 and ICPC-2 and even with the UMLS Metathesaurus and 

CUIs. Nonetheless, the results of the theoretical and empirical investigations 

indicate that D somewhere in the range 1010-1017 is appropriate even though 

details of genetics, microorganisms and chemicals are ignored. 

 

The possibility of a diagnosis does not mean that a corresponding disease exists. 

Scientific equations allow innumerable calculated results, but only a few 

instantiations of the variables give results that correspond with empirical 

observations such as the position of planets in our solar system. But it should be 

remembered that the constraints on D are from an empirical clinical model. The 

result is surprising only when we fail to take our anatomical and functional 

complexity into account and disregard the ongoing explosion of medical knowledge 

(Fredrickson 1982). 

 

Tissues and cell lines were not regarded as separate anatomical entities because 

they are included in body parts. Also, the above calculations have not taken the 

number of genes (23.000 structural genes) into account. In addition, noncoding 

DNA, which makes out about 98 % of the genome, possibly contributes a wide 

number of diseases (Viereck 2016). Also, the number of chemicals with health 
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hazards, allergens and microorganisms into account. That is because only one 

member of each etiology class is expected to affect each body part. However, the 

number of structural genes and the number of members of  other etiological 

classes outnumber the body parts (1200). In addition, the pathogenesis is 

continuously revised (Wehkamp 2005). Pathogenesis encompasses intercellular 

metabolism and a rapidly increasing number of metabolites, hormones, growth 

factors and cytokines, that utterly increases the number of possible diseases and 

syndromes. Empirically, even relatively small number of etiologies, disorders and 

pathogenetic mechanisms allows the construction of 2400 diagnoses (Bassøe 

1995a). Therefore, the calculated number of diagnoses D1,9*1010 may 

underestimate the number of existing diseases. 

 

Collapsing complexity  

The combinatorial explosion of has been considered the bane of artificial 

intelligence. One-dimensional lists of diseases are becoming impossible to clinical 

medicine. This is underlined by the fact that ICD10 and ICPC-2 underestimate the 

theoretical list of diagnoses by a factor of about 1011. Memorizing and maintaining 

such a list of diseases is impossible. 

 

The problems created by diagnoses points to the benefits of d=e+o+p and CPS. 

Diagnoses such as bacterial conjunctivitis can be projected onto the etiology, body 

part and pathogenesis and organ dimensions. Projection of bacterial sinusitis onto 

the etiology gives bacteria and itis and is parsed into families of diagnoses with 

suffixes such as itis (Rasmussen 1993, Bassøe 1994, Bassøe 1994, Bassøe 

1995b). The organ projection is sinus, and the pathogenesis projection itis 

indicates an immunological reaction. Decomposing diagnoses implodes a linear 

diagnostic space into a much simpler multi-dimensional one. 

 

If we stay with diagnoses then clinical evaluations have to discriminate between 

4.4*1017 diagnoses. This is impossible and therefore preformed diagnoses are 

probably not used in practical CDM. Physicians work their way around using 

heuristics (de Lusignan 2003). The alternative suggested here is to decompose the 

disease vector, perform CDM on each dimension and finally construct a diagnosis. 

 

More formally, diagnosis vector d can be decomposed into its components e, o 

and p by projecting d onto the dimensions E, OD and P, respectively. Thus, 

ProjE:d→E, ProjP:d→OD and ProjP:d→P. Substituting D with its equivalent 
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Cartesian product E+OD+P results in ProjE:E+OD+P→E, ProjO:E+OD+P→O and 

ProjP:E+OD+P→P. But we can do even better by substituting OD with its 

components and discriminate between them. The worst-case scenario is 

OD=5*1015. 

Decomposing D results in a reduction (r) in the size of the CDM problem by 

r:|E|*|OD|*|P|→11*8*(5*106+105+104)4.4*108. Thus, The simplification is more 

than 109-fold. 

 

Specialists dive deep in their particular field and escape by reducing NP, NT and NS 

to about five. Hematologists concentrate on the bone marrow, but the number of 

cell lines is six so NP6 – depending on whether they or oncologists take the 

lymphatic system. But for hematologists NT=NS=0 and their etiology and 

pathogenetic lists are short. PC physicians cover the breadth of medicine by 

encountering all NP, NT and NS, but they simplify the diagnostic depth by ignoring 

morphological and functional details and keep the etiology and pathogenesis 

categories small. They escape this oversight by sorting NP, NT and NS on 

specialists and refer to them accordingly. 

 

This division of labor suffers from the inability to speak the same medical 

language. When specialists use their distinguishes vocabulary PC physicians 

cannot follow. And when social problems or the environment are in focus then 

specialists are largely lost. A good literal symbolism can relieve our imagination 

and reduce complex high-level thought processes to some easily mastered 

manipulation of symbols (Derbyshere 2006). The virtue of d=e+o+p and d:=e&o&p 

is not only the simplification of CDM they also erect a common language across all 

specialties. 

 

On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) 

OLAP is about multidimensional analysis and modeling (Thomsen 2002). Its 

product layers reside on relational databases and SQL. The functional 

requirements are multilayered hierarchical referencing, specification of dimensions 

and dimensional calculations. These properties are natural consequences of CPS. 

Accompanying work uses CPS to generate a data warehouse for epidemiology 

and research and OLAP solutions are used for online decision support. 
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Conclusions 

CPS is the first clinical space for constructing diagnoses. The theoretical and 

empirical number of diagnoses are  4.4*1017 and 4.6*1010, respectively. 

Decomposing d=e+o+p simplifies CDM by about 109 orders of magnitude. 

 

Methods 

This is a theoretical study based on an empirical medical model. Clinical facts are 

obtained mainly from the literature using PubMed, but also standard medical 

textbooks. My clinical experience is from pathology (3 years), PC (10 years), 

occupational medicine (10 years), general internal medicine and hematology (14 

years) and oncology (1 year). In addition. I use my experience from research in 

laboratory medicine (pathology/infectious diseases), clinical medicine and health 

informatics. The analysis open for replication. 

 

CSP was first implemented in Microsoft Visual Basic 6® (VB6) and structured query 

language (SQL) with ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) to connect to the Microsoft 

Access97® database (Siler 1998, Freeze 1998). The database was manually 

populated with data from the medical literature (textbooks, review articles and 

original articles) using the same application. Thereafter it was automatically 

supplemented with laboratory analysis from the problem-oriented electronic patient 

record PROMED (Botsis 2010) and finally by parsing diagnoses in ICPC2 (ICPC-2 

2015) and the World Health Organization’s International Classification of Diseases 

(ICD10 2015) into the dimensions of CPS. The user interface and the 

implementation are demonstrated in an online application in EkviMed. 

 

List of abbreviations 

CM - clinical model 

CPS - clinical problem space 

CDM - clinical decision-making 
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